FCC waived the gift rules governing the E-rate discount rate as the district's discount rate. Make a request to cover devices as Priority 1 would also be allowable expenses for any equipment needed for providing hotspots (including smartphones) are allowable for present purposes. 

Routers and computing devices (not of distributed devices and hotspots devices) may be funded up to 100% of the costs. Program costs that would be waived and the Commission may fund to 85% of total eligible costs. 

Use CPUC $5M grant to subsidize levels limiting equipment and service. LEAs should apply for CPUC rebates for eligible home students who are provided equipment to take home. 

Implement acceptable use agreements for considerations document for more information. Please refer to Instruction focus area. 

Seek out funding or donations for low-cost equipment for students and staff. Create a check-out document for devices each school year. Distributed, tracked, and returned at the end of the year. Returning devices in the same way textbooks are returned. 

Develop a system for distributing, tracking, and return of LEA-owned devices. 

Attract technology for students and staff. Internet connectivity for students and staff. Technology infrastructure. 

Best Practices and consultation with technology team on overall effort. That contain bleach. (Specifically for keyboards and other technology equipment such as laptops, and provide cleaning and disinfection products. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for all. 

Purchase electronic equipment wipes. Since the beginning of COVID-19 learning, summer bridge, new wave of regular online operations to reopen in order to assist with setup and daily operations. Provide for on-site desktop support, as schools reopen. 

Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. 

Survey families to determine access to devices and internet service for home students, as needed. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. 

Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations. Issue cell phones with personal hotspots to key operations.